WALZ provides services to meet customer needs, including equipment rentals and on-site production monitoring. Boasting a comprehensive rental inventory as well as short and long-term options, WALZ has you covered no matter the situation. In fact, many of the scale systems can be shipped on the same day and installed within minutes at your job site.

When it comes to payloads, accuracy and efficiency are of paramount importance. With on-site production monitoring, WALZ delivers insights that lead to reduced overloads in the pit, improved unit availability, and maximized operator efficiency. Schedule a visit with WALZ and expect professional, total support.
ON-SITE MINING PAYLOAD SERVICES

- Empty vehicle weight verification
- Target payload verification
- Weight distribution analysis
- TPMS verification
- SPMS verification
- OTR tire load analysis
- Body fill factor analysis
- Load placement analysis

PORTABLE TRUCK SCALES & WEIGHBRIDGES

- Short and long-term truck scale rental services
- Expansive fleet of portable weighing scales
- On-site setup is available for all truck scales and weighbridges
- Portable axle scales available
- Large portable scale pads for weighing vehicles with oversized tires and loads

PORTABLE RAIL SCALES

- Verify rail car weights (trains and locomotives)
- Inventory control
- Wheel balancing
- General purpose weighing
- Short-term train scale options
- Portable rail scale operation
- On-site rail weighing in 15 minutes

DYNAMIC VOLUMETRIC LOAD SCANNING

- Verify truck body & tray design
- Fill factor monitoring
- Load position monitoring
- Volumetric production monitoring
- Material density
- Carry back monitoring

800 747 0701
WalzScale.com